GENUINE CUMMINS
Green label
parts™
■ HGJAB GAS

■ HGJBB

■ HGJAB LP

■ HGJAD

■ KY GAS

■ HDKBB

■ KY LP

■ HDKAH/AK

■ KY B

■ HDKCA/CB

ALWAYS PREPARED.
ALWAYS ON.

GENUINE PERFORMANCE.
GENUINE VALUE.

RV enthusiasts around the world depend
on the reliable performance of Onan
Generators to make their vacations
and road trips a success. At Cummins,
we understand how critical generator
uptime is to our customers. That’s why
we’ve developed the RV Generator
Maintenance Kits to help ensure you
are prepared for your next adventure.

Don’t take the risk of using
non-genuine parts in your Onan
Generator. We understand how much
every minute of generator downtime
can affect your travel plans. That’s why
we always recommend Genuine Cummins
Green Label Parts™. Genuine Parts are
built to meet or exceed the original
specifications for performance, reliability
and durability of your Onan Generator.
They also include the latest upgrades
in materials, component design and
workmanship. Therefore, you aren’t just
replacing worn parts – you’re improving
the performance of your generator.

DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENCE.
These kits are designed to go on
the road with you and provide the
necessary materials to perform basic
preventative maintenance at your final
destination. Tailored specifically for
RV generators, the kits include items
such as 2 quarts of Onamax Oil™,
necessary filters and spark plugs.
Kits are available for:
HGJBB - PN A060Z347
KY B - PN A060Z345
HGJAD - PN A060Z343
HDKBB - PN A060Z222
HDKAH/AK - PN A060Z227
HDKCA/CB - PN A060Z229

From better performance and better
reliability to unmatched warranty and
service support, Genuine Cummins
Green Label Parts add genuine value to
every Onan Generator. For additional
information on the RV Generator
Maintenance Kits, contact your local
Cummins distributor. To find your
nearest Cummins distributor,
visit rv.cummins.com or visit
shopcummins.com in the US or
shopcummins.ca in Canada to
order Genuine Green Label Parts.

HGJAB-Gas - PN A049E501
KY-LP - PN A050E993
HGJAB-LP - PN A049E506
KY-Gas - PN A050E991

To order parts, go to:
ShopCummins.com in the U.S.
ShopCummins.ca in Canada
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